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DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF INDIAN SOILS AT HIGH 

AND MEDIUM RADIO-FREQUENCIE~ 

By S. R. KHASTGIR,* ]. N~ RAY AND A. BANERJEE 

(Plate;VI) 

ABSTRACT. 'I'he dielectric properties of fifteen Indian soils on medium and high radio. 
frt!Cjuendes have been determ;nerlun<ier dIfferent controlled conditions. Measurements of 
the effertivl: dielectric ('0118tallt 3mI the electrical l'oll<1l1etivity have been made by the 
differential transformer method and the oscillographic method. From these data the 
true dielectriC' constants havf,' been ('valuated ) Sampl(', of soil are taken from Dacca, 
Calcutta, Lueknow, Delhi, Lahore, P(,shawar; Bomhav, Calicllt 'rrichinopolv Ranchi f • , .. ) 1 

Cuttark, Bal1galnre, Madura, Vir.agapatnm and 'J'rivandrum. The following stndici' have 
heen madc : 

(I) The effect of packing. 
(2) VllriatioJls of the soil constants with lIIotshll'c-contcnts. 

e,l Variations of the soil COllstants with frt'llnl'l1cy 
(.1) TIll' ('{feet tlf t'·lIIperatllre. 
(, 1 Comparisoll of the eledrical properties of soils from differ(,l1t places. 

!I. gl'l1l'wl illh'rpr('tntl"l1 of all the l'xpC'rilll('ntantal result, hf1~ ht'ell given in the paper. 

I N '1' R () ]) n C 'I' T () N 

Apart from the c1wllIica1 composition, the physical structurc and the 
nature of the soil. there arc I II n:1' maiu factors 011 which the electrtcal constants 
are found to depend: (1) the amount of moisture pre,ent in the soil, (2) the 
degree of packing and (3) the frequency of the alternating field. The first 
is of great importance. since the variations or the soil constants with moisture· 
content are indeed, considerable. The experilllental study of snch variatiolls 
cl1 !Z:aged the attentIon of various w()i'ken, for a long time. The dependence of 
thc soil constants on the frequency of the measuring field was also studied by 
variolls workers on the subject. Littl" work has, however, been done on the 
effect of packing 011 the soil constants. Beside!> th~, three main factors which 
(lHeet the dielectric properties of the soil considerahly the effect of temperahne, 
whkh is ouly slight, may also he mentioned. 

I' R Ii V T nus w n R K () N T II g I> I R H C T f) E l' F, R M. I 1<1,\ T rON 

OF TIlE SOTI.·CONS'l'AN1'S 

It was Bairsto (191::!) who, for the first time, made some high frequency 
measurements of the effective dielectric constant and the electrical conductivity 
of the two principal constituents of the earth's crust, viz., slate and marble~ 
It had been known from the work of earlier inVestigators that for very low 

I 

frequencies within the audio-frequency range, say, up to 5 Kc/s, the electrical 
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conductivity of several dielectrics like ebonite, glass and sutphw', was. in 
general, linear function of the frequencies. The main results of Bairsto's 
investigations with slate and marble. as also with other dielectrics, 'Viz., dry 
blotting paver. glass, gutta-percha, vulcanised India rubber, over a wide range 
of frequencies are as follows : 

(1) It was shown that in all cases there were present two independent 
sources of loss. The first. a hysteris loss, was usually the one that was 
important in the audio-frequency range. The second, a 'viscous' loss, had 
more influence at higher frequencies. 

(2) 'fhe linear law found for audio-frequencies connecting the electrical 
conductivity with frequency was not obeyed at high frequencies. The electrical 
conductivity gradually rose to a maximum which remained constant for marble 
and slate over a considerable range of frequencies. With the other dielectrics, 
the conductivity was found to decrease s~eadily after attaining the maximum 
value, as the frequency was furtller increased. The dielectric constant. on the 
other hand, dropped rapidly at low frequencies and then decreased gradually 
with the increase of frequency. 

The maximum range of frequencies employed in Bairsto's investigation 
was from 920 cis to 2.65 Mc/s and the method of measurement was based on 
the resonance of a leaky condenser. 

~ Long after Bairsto. Ratcliffe and White (1930) made $ome direct determilla
tions of the electrical constants of some specimens of English soils hy the 
method of resonance and the oscillographic method using medium radio 
frequency fields. 'I'heir study of the variation of the effective dielectric 
constant of the soil showed a rapid decrease followed by II gradual one, as the 
frequency was increased. The electrical conductivity, on the other hand, was 
found to increase aud after attaining a peak value, was found to decrease 
gradually with the increase oCfrequency. White (1931) tried to mterpret 
the results of Ratcliffe and White in the light of Debye's theory of di·polar 
molecules. 

Smith-Rose (1938) studied in an elaborate manner the effect of moisture· 
content and of frequency variation for medium radio-frequency fields on the 
electrical constants of some specimens of English soils by a resonance method. 
With all the specimens. it was found that both the conductivity and the 
effective dielectric constant of the soil increased very rapidly as the moisture
content increased gradually. The effect of frequency variation showed that 
the electrical conductivity increased slowly with the increase of frequency. 
whereas the effective dielectric constant was found to decrease continuously 
with the increase of frequency. There was no peak in the conductivity
frequency curve as had been observed in some dielectrics by:Bairsto and also 
by Ratcliffe and White in their soil measurements in the wide range of 
frequencies from 1000 cIs to 10 Mc/s employed by Smith-Rose. 

In India, Kbastgir and Sen Gupta (1936t directly determined tbe electrical 
constants of $Ome specimens of Dacca soil by a resonance method for various 
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values of moisture-contents and for varying frequencies from 0'135 Me/s to 

2·7 Mc/s (i.e. frolU about 2000 metres to about lIO metres). The values of 
the soil constants were distinctly lower than those obtained by Smith-Rose 
with specimens of English soil, whereas they wcre of the same nal nre as those 

obtained by Ratcliffe and and White. The variation of the effective dielectric 
constant and the electrical conductivity with temperature was studied by 

Joshi (1938) in the medium radio-frequency range. Ansari, Toshniwal and 
Toshniwal (I940) also measured the:' clectrical constants of the Allahabad 

soil for various values of the moisture..tontent at three different medium radio 
frequencies. Recently a study of the dielectric properties of soils from 
different parts of India was made by Rahman and Muhi (I944) in this labora
tory. The soil-constants were me~dured by the differential transformer 
method for different mediulIl radio frequencies and also with different 
moisture-contents. 

In the ultra-high frequency r:ltl.l:e Smith-Rose and McPetrie (19.'\2, 1933) 

determined the electrical conductivity of nnglish soils. In India Khastgit 
and Chakravarty (I938) carried out ;,imilar observations with Dacca soil for 

a range of frequencies from 70 to 90 Me/s. Banerjee and Joshi (Y937) also 
did similar work with Denares soil for varying moisture-contents from 50 to 70 
Mc/s. Prasad, Singh and Sinha (I940) also measured the electrical constants of 
the Patna soil using ultra-high frequencies. 

SCOPE OF THE PRESEN'r INVE~'1'I(i!\TTON 

In most of the experiments, hitherto performed, on the direct determina
tions of the soil constants, no special attention \vas, however, paid to the degree 

packing. The soil specimen, under examination, was placed inside tl container 
all(1 the packing was made roughly the same, by eye-estimution, as what 

prevails in fields. It was only in the work of Smith· Rose, that the effect of 
packing was considered. He found that as the soil was packed more and 
more tightly the soil constants increased gradually attaining maximum 
values inside the cylindrical container in his experiment. Smith· Rose's 
determination of the electrical constants of the soils were claimed to have 

been obtained under the "desirable condition simulating soil in a well·rolled 
field or uuploughedmeadow." In view of the great importance of the effect 

of packing on the soil constants, it was thought desirable to undertake 
measurements of the maximum values of the electrical constants of the 
different Iudian soils under optimulll condition of packing. The measurements 
of the maximum values of dielectric constant and clectrical conductivity of 
fifteen different soils taken from th(: various parts of India were accordingly 

made on high and medium radio frequencies under various controlled 

conditions. 
From the electrical conductivity data, the true dielectric constants were 

evaluated. No attempt had so far been made of obtaining the true valu~ 
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of the dielectric constant, except in the measmemcnts with ultra-high 
frequencies. The correction due to the: conductivity of the soil makes the 
value of the true dielectric constant suhstantially different from the effective 
value as obtained from the capacity-values at the experimental condenser 
with and without the soil in it. This is sr,ecially so. in the case of medium 
radio-frequency measuring fields and for the high-conductivity values of 
the soil. 

The soil samples were taken from the following places: h) Dacca, 
(2) Calcutta (Dum-Dum), (3) Delhi, (4) Lucknow. (5) Lahore, (6) Bombay, 
(7) 1'richinopoly, (8) Peshawar, (9) Calicut (Madras Presidency), (10) 

Cuttack, (II) Ranchi, (12) Madura, (13) Vizagapatam, (14) Bungalore and 
(IS) Trivalldrum. There are transmitting stations of the All India Radio 
at the first eight lJlaces. In the cases of Calicnt, Bombay, Madura, 
Vizagapatam, Bangalore. Trivandrl1tn, Cuttack, Ral1chi and Dacca, the 
specimens were taken from the soil profiles at a depth of 6" - 3'6'/ from the 
ground surface. At the remaining places, the specimens used for investigation 
were surface soils within 6" fro111 the earth's surface. 

Measurements were made of the dielectric constant and electrical 
conductivity of the different soils with special rderence to the following: 

(1) The Effecl of Packing: For ordinary packil1g-, a 'packometer' was 
devised to obtain a reliable measure of the degree of packing of the soil 
specimens. Alternatively, a load placed on a compressor pressing the 
soil contained in the intervening space hetween two co-axial metal cylinders 
was taken as a measure of the degree of packing. For high packing a 
hydraulic press with a pressure-gauge was employed. The variation of 
the soil constants with the degree of packing was thus studied for medium 
and high radio frequency fields, the tcmperatnre and moisture-content 
remaining the same. 

(2) The Effect of Moisture: 

values of moisture-contents was 
the same. 

Varia tion of the soil constants with various 
studied, keeping temperature and packing 

(3) The Effect of Frequency of the Measuring Field: Variation of the 
soil-constants with the variation of frequency in the high and medium radio
frequency ranges was studied, keeping packing, moisture-content and 
temperature the same. 

(4) The Effect of Temperature: The variation of the soil constants 
with the variation of temperature was studied with dry soil having the same 
packing, for high and medium radio frequencies. 

(5) The Maximum 'Values of Soil Constants: The maximum values 
of the electrical constants of the soils from fifteen different places of India for 
15% moisture content in all cases and for 20% moisture content in some cases, 
and for dry soils in a few cases, on high and medium radio-frequency fields 
were determined. 
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'I'he soil measurements, for this comparative study were made in each case 
on 5 Mc/s and on the respective medium radio frequency of the A. 1. R. 
transmitter located in each station frol1l where the soil was taken. The 
medium frequency llleaStll ements with soils from II) Cuttack, (2) Ranchi, 
(3) Bangalore, (4) Madras, (5) Vizagapatalll and (6) Trivalldrnlll, where 
there are no transmitting stations, w~rc llIade at I Me / s. 

METHODS (W~. !\fEASUREMEN'l' 

Two methods of measurements \\Jere adopted:n the present investigation: 
(I) the differen tial transformer method and (2) the oscillog raphic method. 
In most of the studies on mediulll radio frequencies the dIfferential transformer 
method was followed. In the studies 011 high radio-frequencies, the oscillo
graphic method was adopted. 

DIFFERENTIAl, TRANSFORMER MHTHOD 

(a) l~xpC'rimelltal A nangc In C III 

The experimental arrangement IS :;hOW11 in Fig. I. The differential 

T 

FIG. I 

transformer coils were wound on a wooden fonner. The number of turns 
in one primary branch was made exactly equal to that of the other primary 
branch and the directions of windi11g in the two cases were opposite, so that 
the voltage induced on the secol1l1ary by one would be neutralised by the 
voltage induced by the other. The soil condenser S was connected in parallel 

to a variable condenser C J which \Vas in series with Ol1e primary branch of 
inductance Lp and a decade resistance box was COllnecteu in parallel 
(sometimes ill series) with another variable condenser C2 in series with the 
other primary branch of the same inductance L TJo The two cuds of each 
branch were connected with one another as show11 in the diagram and they 
were further connected by a key K to the main tuning circuit consisting of a 



, 
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suitable coil L. a variable calldenser C and a R. F. thermal milliammeter T. 
When the high frequency voltage from a Hartley oscillator was induced 
through L into the L - C circuit, the latter could be tuned to the required 
frequency with the key K closed. The tuning positions of the condenser C 
were not, however, the same when tuning was done with the key K open and 
closed. Th.., secondary L, was tuned to the fn.'quency of the main primary 
circuit by a suitable variable condenser C g and the resonance current in the 
secondary was detected by means of a galvanometer G after having heen 
rectified by a crystal detector. For larger currents, resonance was obtained 
with the help of a D. C. milliammeter A which waS put into the secondary 
circuit by means of a throw-over switch. 

THEORY OF THE METHOD 

Let Co and C, be the capacities of the soil condenser with air and soil in it 
respectively. When there is no current in the secondary, as is indicated by 
no-deflection in the galvanometer, the currents and also the impedances in 
both the primary hranches are eCjual. With the empty soil condenser, let 
C I ond C2 be tile capacities of the two variab1e air condensers in the two 
branches under this balanced condition. The total capacity in one branch is 
equal to the total capacity ill the other. 

(1) 

When soil is introduced in the soil condenser, the balance is lost and can be 
restored by changing C2 to a new value C'2 and by adjusting a suitable 
resistance R in series or in parallel with C2. The capacity change compensates 
for the increase in capacity in the other branch due to the dielectric property (>£ 
the soil, and the introduction 01 a resistance in the same branch due to the 
electrical conductivity of the soil is made U1' by the resistance R. We can 
thus write-

From (1) and h) we get 
c. =C' 2-C2 +Co 

Now if the effective dielectric constant of the soil is denoted by fieJ.f. we have, 

I3 Bff =c:_~ = C' 2 -Cz + Co 
" Co Co 

The parallel resistance R used to compensate for the conductivity effect of the 
soil is given by 

where 0' is the electrical conductivity of the soil. 

Hence 

When a re&istance r is used in series with the soil condenser. then this 
resistance is equivalent to a parallel resistance R whith is given by 
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R= I. ( w:lC'~ r 6) 

where w is the angular frequency of the measuring field. 
In view of (5), Wt' have then in the case of a series-resistanct' T 

w2C'~ r 
cr=- _=lTf2C'~ r (7) 

4 
where f is the frequency of the field. 

Thus the electrical conduc~ivity and the effective dielectric constant of 
the soil can be calculated frolll (3) uQd (5) or (7). 

nXPERIMENtAI. PROCEDURH 

'fhe procedure followed is explained here with reference to the diagram 
given in Fig. 1. The entire systelll LTBD consisting of the inductance Land 
the capacity C placed ill parallel to tht' two primary branches was first tuned 
to the oscillator, hepillg the capacity valu\;; of eland C2 almost equal. The 
tuning was observed by varying the (,olldell~er C in the main circuit by 

ohserving the maximum current in the thermal R. F. milliammeter T placed 
in the circuit. Next the empty soil condenser was placed in parallel to the 
condenser Cl' Now the tuning of the circuit was restored by varying the 
condenser C, if at all the tuning was disturbed on inserting thc elllpty soil 
condenser. Then the current was observed in the secondary circuit which was 
already tuned to tht: oscillator. The condenser C2 was then turned to hring 
the milliammeter current to the zero position. For 11Iore sensitive no·cmrellt 
adjusfment, the current was passed through a sensitive galvanometer hy means 
of a double t1uow··over switch and the zero position of the galvanometer was 
restored as far as possible by varying tht: capacity C2 • The zero position 
was, however, not quite restored by the adjustment of C2 only. Some 
resistance had to be included in the circuit to get the exact zero position of the 

galvanometer. 
Next the experimental condenser was filled with the desired degree of 

packing. The tuning of the system was again made afresh. Tbe llo-ddkction 
position of the galvanomett·r was again obtained by varying C2 to some new 
value C' 2 and by inserting either a parallel resistanct' R or a series resistance 
r from the decade resistance box. All the requisite data were thus obtalDed 
for determining the effective dielectric constant and the electrilal conductivity 
of the soil inside the condenser. The differential transformer was shielded 
properly. to eliminate stray fields. The oscillator was placed at some distance 
to avoid its direct e[fcct on the arrangcluent. , The connecting link between 
the coupling coil and the tuning condenser was abo shielded. 

THE OSCILLOGRAPHIC METHOD 

(a) Theory of the method 

When an alternating cu'rrent 10 passes through a soil condenser C, placed 
in series with a perfect condenser Cp , the vector diagram can be represented 
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by the diagram ill Fig. 2. The c.m.f. E" across the soil condenser is in yhase 
witl. resistance component of the current I, but lags behind the total current 

(£) 

FJG. 2 

10 by an angle f/l. The e.m.f. Ell across the perfect condenser will be goO 
behind 10 and will lag behind E, by an angle D which is also the angle between 
the total current 10 and the capacity component I r of the latter. The angle 
o can be found by measuring the phase-diITerence between the c.m.f. across 
the soil condem,er and that across the perfect condenser. 

Thus if w is the angular frequency of t he alternating current we have 

tan rp == I < =_R:_~_ = Ru)e 
I ,. I ! wC , .f , 

where R is the ShUllt resistance of the soil due to its conductivity. Assuming 
a parallel plate condenser, we have 

R= __ I __ 

41UTC O ' 

where Co is the capacity of the empty soil condenser and since 

g: =e.g. 

by definition, we have 

Hence 

g.ff=41T0' tan'" = 20' cot 8 
w f 

Here 1/>=;:-0 
2 

Again 

... (8) 
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whence we get 

Since 
Ep _ I 

10 - wC p 

Therefore 

and 

and R= 

41T1T cot I) ep F 
~cff = = -. cos I) :'1' 

w Co E,! 

127 

... (9) 

( ru) 

d I~ these cxpress~ons the val~es of~p and Co are known, the values of E. 
a~ E,p can be found III terms 01 the linear displacements in the x and , 
directIons on the fluorescent screen due to the voltages E, and Ep applied GD'I;! 

a~ter another to the x and y deflecting plates respect: vely, and the phase
dIfference I) between the voltages E, and E l' can bl:! l:asily obtained frol11 the 
ellipse pattern on the Oscillograph, 'rhus the electrical conductivity and the 
effective dielectric constant of the soil call be found from (10) and (lI), 

(b) Measurement oj I) from the elliptic oscillogra.m. 

The circuit arrangement in the oscillograph method is shown in Fig. 3. 

FIG. 3 

The ratiio-frequellcy current from an oscillator was included into a circuit 
containing the variable air condenser CI' and the soil condenser C, aud a 
suitable coupling coil of inductance L. The voltages HI' and E, across the 
condensers Cp and C, were then applied to the y·aml x·plates respectively 
of the oscillograph. Precautions we're taken to eliminate stray effects by 
keeping the leads to the oscillogl aph as short as possible and by placing the 

coupling .coils at a sufficient distance to prevent magnetic defiexion of the 
cathode ray beam, All connections were properly shielded by using insulated 
wires inside earthed metal tubes or inside glass sleeves l~overed by earthed 

,tin foils. The soil condenser C, and the air condenser Cp were both enclosed 
(i~'all'earthed tin box in two separate chaplbers. The key Ktl when switched 

,_ ~,l1' ,¥ay"~ tbe,~oltage E, across the soil condenser to the x-platesaud slnti.1ady 
'witl1"lbe i{ey R~·switche,d on alld the key Kl off, the voltage I.t~ a~r'qsiLt~,e 
pure condenser'wasal;plied to the y-plates. Witli· both keys on: an e1iipse 

a-I6a9P-4 
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was observed on the fluorescent screen. The phase-difference 8 between the 
two voltages E, and Ep was given by 

Sin 0= -~-- (14) 
A".A, 

where 

and 

1 = major axis of the ellipse. 
w=minor axis of the ellipse. 
A,c = double the amplitude corresponding to E •. 
AII=double the amplitude corresponding to Ep • 

THE TRUE VALUE OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
OF A CONDUCTING MEDIUM 

The relation bet ween _ the effective dielectric constant ee/l. and the true 

dielectric C011stant € of a conducting medlUm can be found in the following 
manner. A 'leaky' condenser cau be cum pared with a pure capacity C, and a 
resistance r in series due to the conductivity of the soil. In such a system, 
a potential difference Vefw/ would cause a current given by 

i= - y-~j:~- = jWl ~w;2,2i2 - --/~:~~Slr2J.vejwt 
r + ,----, , 

jwC, 

The complex dielectric constant of a conducting medium is given by 

e'-e- j2CT 
f 

In view of this division into real and imaginary parts aud remembering that 
the current through the soil condenser (containing soil) is given by 

i =!! (e'Co V ef",t) = jw ((6 - j ~)Co Vef-t ••• (13) 
dt ' f 

we get from (12) and (13) the true value of the dielectric constant, 'Viz. 

C,/Co 
6~·' ,~--

I +w~r2C,2 

If p is the parallel resistance, corresponding to the series resistance r, we know 

r= ____ I __ 

w 2C.:lp 

Again wt. know that p = I /47rCTC o. where CT = effective electrical conductivity of 
the soil. In view of the above two relations and putting C./C. =e.e.=effe('tive 
dielectric constant, we get 

6 = ___ ...;f:off::x-

40'2 
1 + III",! 

• ... fI. 

h:s) 

"he true dielectric constant of soil can thus be obtained from (IS), when ihe 
:vatu,es of .... and 0' are already known by dire~t measurements. 
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H x P B RIM E N TAr. R a S U L T S 

(i) St d I u y 0 the 'Vai"iatiolt 01 the elect,.icai constants of some soils 'with 
the degree 0/ packing, the temperature and moisture-conte1lt 

remaining the same, on high and medium radio 

frequencies 

A cpackometer' was devised to have a reliable measure of the degree of 
packing in a soil specimen when the pa~king was 110t of a high order. 

'I'he instrument consisted of a ~riug balanl'e whIch was held fixed 
in a vertical position by a damp which could be raised or lowered. From the 
bottom of the spring balance was suspended a small scale pan as shown in 
Fig 4. A sharp blade, with a stout 'brass rod attached to the middle of the 

I<·IG. 4 

blunt side in the plane of the blade, was held with its plane vertical by fixing 
the rod rigidly to the centre of the underside of the pan. The entire system 
had a free play in the vertical direction. 

Usually for measurements of soil constants for low orders of packing 
this instrument was employed. The soil under examination was then taken 
inside a parallel plate condenser inside an cbonite container with an ebonite 
lid which could be tightly fixed by t,inding screws. After having taken the 
usual measurements, the lid of the container was carefully opened and the 
soil in the open container was placed on a glass slab provided with three 
levelling screws. The glass' &lab with the soil inside the container was 
brought rtnder the blade of the packometer. By adjusting the top screw in 
the clamp, the spring balance was lowered gradually till the sharp edge of the 
blade just touched the soil surface. It was, however, necessttfY to level the 
glass slab during the above procedure. All index line, provided by a paper 
strip (parallel to the edge) pasted on the upper part of the blade, was arbitrarily 
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-

chosen. Weights 011 the pan were then carefully placed till the blade 
went down vertically up to the index line, cutting through the soil. If the 
weights totalled M g'ms., the degree of:packing was given by M/ A gtns. per 
unit area, where A= surface area of the bJade ill contact with the soil. 
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For high degrees of packing a hydraulic press with a pressure-gauge was 

used. The soil condenser in this case consisted of two hollow concentric 
brass cylinders of the same length, one inside another with their el1ds fixed 
on a thick ebonite base. A hollow cbonite cylinder fitting tightly on to the 
outer surface of the outer brass cylinder was of sufficient length to project 
well beyond the bra ~ cylinders. The soil specimen was rammed into the 

'886 Me/s 
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space between the two concentric brass cylinders and was made to fill Ii. 

portion of the outer ebonite cylinder above the top level of the brass cylindels. 
A solid wooden cylinder held vertically and loosely fitting into the ebonite 
cylinder was inserted in it above the soil. The ebonite base of the soil con
denser was placed on the lower moving platform of the hydraulic press a~d 
the top surface of the wooden cylinder was made to press against the 
upper fixed platform of the press. 

The same soil condenser was also used occasionally for measurements 
with soils of low orders of packing. In such cases, ioads were placed on the 
top of the wooden cylinder pressing the soil in the cylinder system. 

Typical experimental results by the differential transformer method with 
Dacca, Calcutta and Delhi soils on II67Kc/s (257. m), 808 Kc/s (370-4 m.) 
and 886 Kc/s (338 m) respectively are shown in Fig. 5. The values of the 
elec: rical conductivity, effective and true dielectric constants are here 
plotted against various degrees of packing as indicated by the packometer. 
It is evident that all the values tended to aPIJroach saturation values. 

Typical experimental results by the oscillographic method using cylindri
cal soil condensels with Calcutta and Delhi soils on high and medium radio 
frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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For high degrees of pa.~·l';llg obtained by lIsing a hyManlk press the 
vaiues of the soil constants were also measured by the oscillographic method 
and found practically constant hom a pressure of 20000 Ibs. per sq. in. to a 
maximum pressure of 45000 lhs. per sq. in. which the soil condenser was 
able to stand. These results for high packing with Dacca soil are shown in 
Fig. 7. 

(ii) Study of the 1'ariaiioll of liW elccltical (onstants of the Dacca soil 

with moisture contclli variation, for 'various degrees of packing 
(teml)emllHe remaining tile samc) Ol! mcdium 

radi; frequency 

In 'preparing soil of a definite ,tlloisture content, the following procedure 
was adopted: the soil was heated in a double-walled air bath to a little over 
100° C for about 12 hours and it was then considered as completely dry. 
Required quantity of thb dry soil wa:, tll\;\l cooled insille a desiccator. 

Requisite quantity of distilled water was then added to the soil froUl a burette. 
, to make the moisture content percentage equal to some de"ired value. 

The soil with a partIcular percentage of moisture was then packed inside 
the soil condenser to gradually increasing extent and the soil constants 
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measured on medium radio-frequencies by the differential transformer method. 
Different sets of similar measurements were made for moisture contents rang
ing from 0 to :.lO%. 

The experimeutal results with the Dacca soil (xP) on II67 Kc/s (the 
frequency of the Dacca A.I.R. transmitter) are shown in Fig. 8. It is to be 
noted tbat the soil constants increased with packing and were found to attain 
saturation values in most cases. 

The variations of the soil constants of the Dacca soil (2P) with 
moisture content on u67 Kc/s for three different degrees of packing are 
graphically shown in Fig. 9. 
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(iii) Study of the variatiolt of the electrical constants of different soils 
with frequency (lhe lempera/ure, packing and moisture cOlltent 

remaining the same) 011 high (ll/d medium radio frequencies 

for lmo and high pacbng 

135 

In Fig. 10 are showl1 thc values of electrical conductivity, effective and 
true dielectric constant:-. of Caknttu,J)uc:ca and Ddhi soils obtained by the 
differential transfolllcr method for a ra~ge of frequcncies from 600 Kcl s to 
1200 Kc/s. The packing was kept at SOllll' fixed value and the moisture was 

2-3%. It is to he noted that the $l"clrical conductivity 1l1creased with 
frequency aud that both effective and:trlle (liclectric constants decreased with 
the increase of frequency. 
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The experimental results obtained by the oscillographic method working 
with various soils of a fixed degree of packing (400 gms/ 13-3) on high radio 
frequencies ranging from about 1 to about 8 Mc,' s are show11 in Fig. u. 
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In all cases the dielectric constant decreased but the electrical con. 

ductivity increased with frequency tending in many cases to constant valut!8a 
Measurements were also llIad~ with Calcutta, Dacca and Delhi soils for very 
high packing (4500 lbs, per sq. in.) on the same range of high radio frequencies. 
The results are shown in Fig. IZ. As coutrasted with the experimental results 
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h 1 k ' the electrical conductivity was I'found to diminish steadily wit ow pac "JOg, . . I 

, h ' . f ency whereas tile effective dielectric constant decreased WIt lUcreasmg requ , 
in the same way with the increase of frequency. 
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(iv) Study of the 'Varia/ian oj Ihe electrical cons/ants of some dry soils 
7vith temperature for fixed 'Values of packing 

Uow and high) 

(a) Krj>eriments on medium radio frequency (1167 Kc/s.) 

For this study by the differential transformcr method on medium fre
quency, a special glass container with parallel platinum plates rigidly fixed 
by fusiug platinum connections into the glass was constructed. The soil 
having been dried was introduced into the container and a thermomder was 
inserted inside the soil above the platinum plates through a stopper. The 
glass container with the soil insidc and the thermometer, was then fixed 
inside a glass cylinder with a base so that the container rested on a piece of 
cork on the base of the outer cylinder. The open end of the out<~r cylinder 
at the top was closed with a cork through which the neck of the inner glass 
container was inserted. The short platinum wire connections from the plates 
were led out into the outer cylinder. 

FIG. 13 

Thin copper wire leads were . then passed through narrow glass sleeves 
and were taken out as shown in the diagram in Fig. 13. The outer glass 
cylinder was then fitted inside a heater coil which was enclosed within a 
metal case in the form of a cylinder. 

inside a calorimeter containing water. 
The entire system was then placed 
On passing current through the heater 

coil the water in the calorimeter was heated. It was found convenient to 
increase the temperature of the soil to a high value and then to take measure· 
ments of the electrical constants when the temperature was falling. The 
temperature was noted carefully after stirring the water. With Dacca soil 
the effect of temperature variation for two frequencies fro111 about 4°C to 
about 75°C was investigated. 
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The values of the soil constants [or various temperatures are shown in 
Fig. 14 for each of the two medium frequencies of the Dacca and Calcutta 
transmitting stations. It is interesting that while the soil conductivity was 
found to increase with temperature, the effc(tive dielectric COllstant remained 
practically constant. The true di~lectrk constant was found 011 calculation to 
decrease with the rise of temperature. It should be noted that the packing 
of the soil in this experiment was,~xtremely low. 

For high packing on the satpl: medium radio frequency the oscilloglaphic 
method was employed and the cy~ndrical cOllden::.er filled with dry soil and 
packed with the help of the h1draulic prcos was used for the purpose. The 
steel platform of the press could be eiectrically heated so that there was no 
difficulty in raising the temper_ture of the soil. For lower temperatures ice 
or iced water was used in a vesscl:surrounding the soil condenser. The lower 
limit of the temperature was 15°~, as below lSoC there was difficulty in taking 
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reliable measurements owing to the wetting of the soil by the dew that was 
formed in appreciable quantity at such low temperature. The results with 
such high packing of Dacca soil are illustrated in a part of Fig. IS. The 
electrical conductivity increased with temperature but the effective dielectric 
constant was, in this casc, found to decrease as the temperatme was increased 
from 35° to 7SoC. 

(b) ExlJerimeni.s on high radio-frequency (5 Me / s) 

The experimental results on 5 Mc/s obtained by the oscillographic method 
employing Delhi aud Dacca soils packed at a pressure of 4500 Ibs, per sq. in. 
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are shown in Fig. IS, The electrical conductivity was found to increase and 
the dielectric constant to decrease as the temperature was raised from ISoC 

to 70°C. 
In the study of the temperature effect, it was tested carefully that effect 

was not due to dimensional change of the soil condenser owing to temperature 
variations. 

(c) Comparati7:c study of the maximum 'Values of the electrical 

constants of the surface soils from fifteen different 
places on 5 Mel s and on medium frequencies j01' 

a few soils for fixed moisture content values. 

A short description of the different soils employed, the depth from which 
they were obtained and the localities are enten:d in Table 1. The PH values 
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of the soils are also given there. In 'fable II are given the maximull1 values 
of the electrical conductivity. the effective and the true dielectric constants 
of the different soils. The frequency of the l11easuring field and the pu 
values are also shown in the same table. 

',x 
Place and Locality. i Depth. 

-----------·------~---i ... ----'. 
Description. 

*1. Daeca (x P) t 0"--0" Grey lOAmy 

6"-2'-3" Y(:llowish, llcavy loan) 

(Agricultural Farm) 

2. Calcutta (Dul11 Dum AC'roorol1le) 0" -6" 

3. Delhi (A. 1. R. Re!'civing Statiol1) ,," -6" 

4. Luckuow lJ\. J. R. Transm;tt1ng RtatiOll)... 0"-6" 

5. Lahore (A. J. R. 'l'rnl1HllIitting station) ... 0" --6" 

6. Peshawar (A. 1. R. Transmitting station)... 0"-6" 

7. Trichinopoly (A. 1. R. Transmitting station) 0" -6" 

*8. Rombay (Kunlata) ,.. 0"-6" 

*g. Calicllt (Madras Presidency) 

*JO. Rancbi (Ratlt) 

... 0"-6" 

0"-1' 

0"-1' 

(jrcy, Clayc)' 

Brownish 

Light brown, clayey 

Grey, clayey 

I.,ight brown 

Grey, clayey 

Red 

Red 

Red, clayey 

Grey, gravelly *II. Cltttack (Tangi) 

* 12. Hallgalore 0"-3'-6" Red, Loamy, granular 

*13. Madura (Pasumalai) ... 

*14. Vizagapatam (l\1uddilipalayam· 

*15. Trivandrum (Khoddappallam Runnu) 

r/' -1'-2" Brownish, red sandy 
loam granular 

... 0" -I' Brownish, red sandy 
loam, granular 

0" -1'-6" Light red, gravelly 

Value. 

5·7 

5.8 

6·5 

6.8 

6.6 

6.0 

4·8 

4·5 

6.2 

6.2 

5.6 

* The description of the s'Ji] profiles is taken from the records of the Soil Science 

Section of tbe Cbemistry department. Dacca University. 

It will be seen from Table II that there is uo connection between the 

values of the soil constants and the p" values of the soils. It is also signi. 
ficant that ior such high packin&' the values of both the electrical conductivity 

and the dielectric constant at 5 Mc/s are decidedly lower than those at medium 
radio frequencies. This is consistent with the experhnental results regarding 
the variation of the soil constant with frequency for such high degree of 

packing. (See Fig, 12). I 

Some. typical. oseillograms, on high and medium radio-freguerJcies, are 

DOwn in .Plate (VI) 
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INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAl, RESULTS 

(a) The Effect of Packing 

143 

As the soil is packed, some of th, air gaps hetween soil l)articlcs are 
removed. As the degree of packing'i, is increased, more and more air gaps 
are closed up resulting in a large vallles~f the electrical couullctivity ;Iud of the 
dielectric constant. As density also i'creases with the increase in the degree 
of p~cking, the dielectric constant 1>uld also increase with the degree of 
packl11g. We would also expect some Jimiting values of the soil cOllstants 
for some high value of p'Kking. ~ 

'rhe experimental results with regafI to the effect of packing arc thus 
explained. " 

(1)) The EffJ:t of Moisture 
N 

The ell'ctrical conductivity and die~ctric constant of water are both high. 
When water is added to dry soil, it getsfnto the innumerahle air gaps among 
the soil partich,s. With more water, there is greater penetration and we 
should expect an increase of dielectric C0l1sta11t and electrical conductivity 
with the increase of moisture. For higher moisture contents it is also 
expected that the soil constants would tend to approach saturation values. 

The experimental results showed that the soil constants increased 
considerably as the percentage moisture was increased from 0 to 20%. 

(c) The Variation of the Soil Constants with Frequency 

So far as the electrical conductivity is concerned, we have to consider 
the effect of (I) displacement currents in the soilmeciiulll, (2) the effect of 
orientation of dipolar molecules in the soil amI (3) the skin-effect. The effect 
of an ionic space-charge formed in the soil condenser can be left out of con
sideration, as it is well established that the effect of such ionic charge has 
practically no "effect except at very low audio-frequencies. In the range of 
audio-frequencies the variation of the electrical conductivity due to the 
orientation ~f molecules is of little importance and the major portion of the 
soil conductivity is due to displacementcul'rents. In the region of high 
frequencies, however, the effect of orientation of the dipolar molecules, is 
predominant. The total electrical conductivity o( soil at any frequency is, 
however, given by 

(16) . 'u=O'o+Utt+O'p 

where, ero .. d.c. electrical conductivity; 

and 

C1'd, = electricaL conductivity due to displacement currents in the 
dielectric ; 

U'p = electrical conductivity due to orientation of polar molecules 

in the electrical field. 
:It c&ubesbown that the electrical conductivity due to displacement currents 
4a,cUl'ectly proportional to the frequel1cy, so that in audio.frequency range, th(! 
~tiGn'ofthe.electrical conductivity with frequency f wOllld be ofa,1in• 

~ 

form,·'Viz., 
a=cfo+kl I, where 1.:, isa constant. 
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Considering, however, the conductivity of soil due to dipolar orientation, 
it can be shown that in range of radio-frequencies, where the product of 
angular frequency and relaxation time is very much less than unity. Debye's 
expression for the electrical conductivity would reduce to a simple square law, 
'Viz. , 

eTp=k2f2, where k2 is a constant. 
Thus the expression for the total soil conductivity at any frequency would be 
given by 

Ii = eT 0 + 1 kf + It 9/2 

Bairsto's (loc .cit.) work substantiated this relation in the case of marble and 
slate. It is to be noted here that the d .c. conductivity term eTo is indeed a 
small quantity. When, however, it is high as in the case of tightly packed 
soil, the skin effect becomes appreciable and the expression for total electrical 
conductivity would be of the form ;-

where ko involves the d.c.conductivity. 
This relation has been substantiated by our experimental results 011 the 

variation of soil conductivity with frequency. For low packing, the d.c. 
conductivity of soil is very small so that the conductivity terms due to dis
placement currents and the orientation of dipolar molecules in soil are only 
effective. For low packing, therefore, the soil conductivity should increase 
with frequency in accordance with (17). When the packing of soil is very 
high, the d.c. conductivity term becomes large in comparison with the other 
terms, and the skin-effect which is predominent determines the variation of 
the soil conductivity with frequency. 'fhus for such high packing, the soil 
conductivity is expected to decrease with frequency. Such results have 
actually been obtained experimentally. 

1'he variation of the dielectric constant with freqnency, on the other hand, 
should.:be attributed solely to the orientation of the dipolar molecules in 
the soil medium. The experimental results on dielectric constant are in 
qualitative agreement with Debye's formula. 

(d) The Effect fJ/ Temperature 

As density decreases with the increase of temperature, it is expected that 
the true dielectric constant would decrease as the temperature is raised. Con
sidering, however, Debye's expression for the dielectric constant, since it is 
known. that the relaxation time decreases as temperature increases, the dil:lec· 
tric constant would gradually increase with the increase of temperature. This 
increase,however, is more than counter-balanced by the decrease of dielectric 
constant with temperature due to change in demlity. Usually, ther~ore., 
the true dielectric-constant ()fsoil would gradually decrease with the ,in<;rea~ 
of temperature. 'fhis is what has~ ad:uaUy observed. 
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Regarding variation of electrical conductivity with temperature, it is 
evident that the d.c. conductivity part increases with temperature. The conduc
tivity due to orientation of polar molecules would also gradually increase with 
temperature, since relaxation time decreases as the temperature is raised. 'l'he 
conductivity due to displacement current which is small in the region of radio
frequencies, is proportional to the diele¢tric constant and would decrease with 
the increase of temperature. On theIwhole, therefore, in the region of radio
frequencies, the soil conductivity WOllJ~. steadily increo~e as the temperature 
is raised. This is also what has heen ~perimental1y found. 

Since the effective dielectric consto+ involves the true dielectric constant 
and the electrical conductivity, it is ev~ent that its variation with temperature 
would be determined by the variatiots of both these quantities. We have 
seen that the true dielectric constant d~reases and that the electrical conduc
tivity increases as the temperature is r.sed. The latter variation is usually 
such that the effective dielectric consta,t of soil would slowly decrease with 
the increase of temperature. It may also rel11alD constant over a range of 
temperature. Our experimental results on the effect of temperature on the 
soil constants are thus interpretod. 

SUl\fMARY 

The results of investigations 011 th!) dielectric properties of fifteen difl'ercnt 
soils trom the different parls of India on mediulII and high radio frequencies 
are given in the paper. Measurements of the effective dielectric constant 
and the electrical conductivity were made by the differential transformer 
method or the oscillographic method. From these data, the true dielectric 
constants were evaluated. The following studies were made: 

(a) The Effect of Packing: The packing effect on the electrical constants 
of some soils was studIed 011 5 Mcl s and also on the respective frequencies 
of the medium wave A. I. R. stations located at the places fro111 where the 
soils were taken, for specified moisture contents. The packing effect was 
studied in two stages: (i) for low order of packing' and (iI) for high order 
of packing as obtained by a hydraulic press. The soil constants were found 
to increase gradually till in many cabes some constant values were attained. 

(b) The Effect of Moisture: The increase of soil constants of the Dacca 
soil with the increase of moisture content from 0 to 20% was studied for 
various degrees of packing. Both electrical conductivity and dielectic 
constant were found to illcrease rapidly with the increase of moisture content. 
The degree of packing was kept at the same value for the soils with 

different moisture contents. 
(c) The Variation of the Soil Constants with Freque.ncy : The experiments 

were performed for low and high orders of packing. Some soils were studied 
for low packing in the range of medium radio frequencies, while all the 
fifteen sons were studied for low packing in the high frequency range from 
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about lor 2 to about 8 Mc/s. A slow decrease of dielectric constant and 
a rapid increase of electrical conductivity with the increase of frequency were 
noted for low packing. 

Experiments with some soils with extremely ltigh packing in the same 
high frequency range, on the other hand, showed a decrease of both the 
electrical conducti vity and the effective dieletric constant of the soils with 
the increase of frequency. 

(dl The Effect oj Temperature: The experiments on the temperature 
effect with some soils both on medium aud high radio frequencies showed 
au increase of dectdcal conductivity and a slow decrease of the effective 
dielectric constant with the rise of temperature for very high packing. For 
low packing on medium radio frequency the effective dielectric constant of 
the Dacca soil was found to be constant over a wide range of temperature. 
The true dielectric constant was found, however, on calculation, to decrease 
in all cases as the temperature was raised both for low and high packing. 

(el Comparative study of the 1I1,aximum values of the soil constants of 
soils from fifteen different places on 5 1\11 c / s and on medium radio frequencies 
for .wme soils: The maximum values of the electrical constants of the soils 
fro III Dacca, Calcutta (Dum Dum), Delhi, Lucknow, Lahore, Peshawar, 
Bombay, Trichinopoly, Cali cut , Ranchi, Vizagapalalll, Cuttack, Bangalore, 
Madura and 'l'rivalldram were measured 011 5 Mc/s for 15% and 20% moisture 
contents. 

The maximum values of these constant were also obtained for the soils 
from Dacca, Calcutta, Delhi, Lahore, Peshawar and Calicut (Madras) on the 
respective frequencies of the meQium wave stations located at these places. 

The values of the soil constant do 110t appear to have any correlation with 
the Pn-values of the soils. 

A general interpretation of all experimental results is given. 
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